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Para. 53(1)

Para. 53(1)

Para. 53(2)

Para. 53(3)

Para. 58

Para. 60

Para. 61

5. Transfer or interception of incoming telephone calls made to an installa
tion which includes .equipment as described in item 9 of Part 2 of
ofSchedule 5:

for each occasion on which, at the request, of the subscriber or the
person using that installation the Post Office alters the mode of
provision ofthe service

6. Transfer or interception of incoming telephone calls made to an installa
tion which does not include equipment as described in item 9 of Part 2
of Schedule 5:

(a) where the subscriber' has requested operator controlled transfer
or interception services for a minimum of 3 months:

(i) initial payment ...
(ii) rate of rental for any number of days or parts ,of a day

within any 3. month period
(iii) for each occasion on which, at the request of the sub

scriber or the person using that installation, the' Post Office
arranges transfer or interception services by the telephone
exchange operator in respect of incoming calls made to that
installation, or arranges 'an alteration in -the mode of the
provision of those services" or arranges a cessation of those
services

(b) where the subscriber has requested operator controlled transfer
or interception services for a period of less than 3 months or for an
individual occasion or occasions: ' .. . ... ... . .. . ..

(i) for each separate period of consecutive days (subject to a
minimum charge of £1. 50) per day or part of a day

(ii) for each occasion as is specified ,under head (a)(iii) above ...
7. By-pass facility: for each quarter or part of a quarter

8~ Interception ona ceased telephone exchange line, for each quarter or
part of a quarter

9. Quarterly rate of rental for credit card telephone service:
for each credit card number

10. Charge for services "in relation to' calls received by telephone exchange
" operators from callers who ask for the call to be' connected to an

, ex-directory telephone exchange line or to be given the telephone
number of that line:

quarterly rate of rental ...

11. Freefone telephone service: quarterly rate of rental
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Para. 62 12. Midnight line service: for each telephone exchange line disconnected
from the call charging meter:

(a) initial payment
(b) quarterly rate of rental

13. Change of telephone number at subscriber's request
14. Change of telex answer back at subscriber's request
15. Change of telex answerback and number at subscriber's request
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